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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Arterial and neck vessel system characteristics of patients with multiple sclerosis have not been previ-
ously investigated. Therefore, the aim of this study was to examine the frequency of neck vessels and their cross-sectional areas (in square
millimeters) between patients with MS and healthy controls.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: In this study, 193 patients with MS and 193 age- and sex-matched healthy controls underwent 2D TOF
venography at 3T. The main arterial (carotid and vertebral), venous (internal jugular), and secondary neck vessels were examined at 4
separate cervical levels (C2/3, C4, C5/6, and C7/T1). The ANCOVA adjusted for age, body mass index, smoking status, hypertension, and
heart disease was used to compare the differences between patients with MS and healthy controls.

RESULTS: After controlling for all confounding factors, patients with MS had significantly lower cross-sectional areas of the carotid
arteries at the C2/3 (P � .03), C5/6 (P � .026), and C7/T1 (P � .005) levels as well as of the vertebral arteries at the C2/3 (P � .02), C4 (P �

.012), and C7/T1 (P � .006) levels, compared with healthy controls. A higher frequency of secondary neck vessels was found at all 4 levels
in patients with MS: C2/3 (12.9 versus 10, P � .001), C4 (9.1 versus 7.5, P � .001), C5/6 (7.8 versus 6.8, P � .012), and C7/T1 (8.8 versus 6, P � .001).
The total cross-sectional areas of secondary neck vessels were also significantly higher at all 4 levels (P � .03). No significant differences in
the cross-sectional areas of jugular veins were found between patients with MS and healthy controls.

CONCLUSIONS: Patients with MS showed lower cross-sectional areas of the carotid and vertebral arteries and a higher frequency of
secondary neck vessels and their cross-sectional areas compared with healthy controls.

ABBREVIATIONS: BMI � body mass index; CCA � common carotid artery; CSA � cross-sectional area; ECA � external carotid artery; HC � healthy controls; IJV �
internal jugular vein; VA � vertebral artery

Multiple sclerosis is the most common neurologic disease re-

sponsible for disability in the active working population.

Overlapping mechanisms of chronic autoimmune demyelination

and progressive neurodegeneration are hallmarks of the disease

pathophysiology, which is highly variable through the spectrum

of the MS course.1 Due to the vast heterogeneity of the disease

presentation, research has taken different routes to understanding

the potential multifactorial interplay of the autoimmune, degen-

erative, environmental, genetic, and cardiovascular factors.2

Evidence is mounting that increased MS prevalence and dis-

ease severity are associated with more frequent cardiovascular risk

factors, such as obesity and hypertension.3 Sedentary lifestyle,

lack of exercise,4 hypertension,5,6 smoking status,7 altered lipid

metabolism,8 and especially obesity in the early developmental

stages9 have all been consistently associated with an earlier MS

disease onset, accelerated disability progression, and worse in-

flammatory and neurodegenerative disease outcomes. A recent
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nationwide study in Denmark that included 8947 patients with

MS and 44,735 healthy controls (HC) showed a lower occurrence

of cerebrovascular comorbidities before MS onset, followed by a

higher occurrence after the MS disease onset.10 Therefore, there is

an increasing interest in understanding pathophysiologic mecha-

nisms by which cardiovascular factors may influence the MS dis-

ease course and severity.

Investigating the head and neck vascular circulation is the cru-

cial common ground for better understanding of the association

between cardiovascular comorbidities and MS. Because this sys-

tem is a constitutional member of the blood-brain barrier, any

alteration in its integrity may have a deleterious impact on both

systems. Therefore, examining information about the neck vessel

cross-sectional area (CSA) is crucial to further understanding the

associations between the extracranial and intracranial vascular

changes observed in MS. However, a comprehensive all-inclusive

approach to studying the CSA of the arterial and venous systems

of neck vessels is generally lacking. In addition, the extent of nor-

mal vascular variation due to age, sex, and body mass index (BMI)

has not been fully investigated, to our knowledge.

Previous studies examined the importance of some vascular

aspects of MS using perfusion imaging.11 Both positron-emission

tomography12 and dynamic-susceptibility contrast perfusion MR

imaging studies showed a widespread reduction in cerebral blood

flow affecting both the white and gray matter.11 Reports of im-

pairment in cerebrovascular coupling and reactivity13 may addi-

tionally explain the cause of the neurodegenerative processes in

MS. Patients with MS also demonstrated cerebrovascular reactiv-

ity impairment in different brain networks, notably within the

default mode networks.14 While the pathogenesis of these intra-

cerebral perfusion alterations is unknown, it may be due to car-

diovascular comorbidities or chronic high nitric oxide levels as-

sociated with the disease pathology.15

Against this background, we aimed to examine the frequency

of the neck vessels and their CSA (in square millimeters) between

patients with MS and HC. Additionally, we explored possible con-

founding factors such as age, vascular comorbidities, and BMI in

comparing the neck vascular systems in patients with MS and HC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Participants
Study participants included in this study are part of an ongoing

prospective study of the cardiovascular, environmental, and ge-

netic risk factors in MS that enrolled �1000 subjects with MS and

HC.16 Inclusion criteria for this substudy investigating the

characteristics of neck vessels in MS were the following: 1) MR

venography examination performed within 30 days of the clin-

ical examination, 2) age range of 18 – 80 years, 3) MS defined by

the 2010 revised McDonald criteria,17 or 4) being a healthy

control without a known history of neurologic disorder. Ex-

clusion criteria were the following: 1) known history of mor-

phologic vascular abnormalities (Klippel-Trenaunay-Weber,

Parkes Weber, Servelle-Martorell, or Budd-Chiari syndromes), 2)

secondary-progressive or primary-progressive MS, and 3) pregnant

or nursing mothers.

One hundred ninety-three patients with MS and 193 age- and

sex-matched HC underwent health screening and physical, neu-

rologic, and MR imaging examinations. Histories of smoking,

heart disease, and hypertension were also collected using struc-

tured questionnaires in concordance with cross-examination of

hospital medical records for all subjects. The subjects were di-

vided into never/ever smokers. Active smokers were classified as

individuals who smoked �10 cigarettes per day in the 3 months

before the start of the study. Subjects were classified as past smok-

ers if they smoked consecutively for a minimum of 6 months at

some point in the past.7 Heart disease included diagnosis of con-

gestive heart failure, heart attack, arrhythmia, valvar disorders,

heart murmurs, or heart surgery. Diagnosis of hypertension was

performed according to the Seventh Report of the Joint National

Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment

of High Blood Pressure.18 Subjects with stage 1 (systolic blood

pressure of 140 –159 mm Hg or diastolic blood pressure of 90 –99

mm Hg) and stage 2 (systolic blood pressure �160 mm Hg or

diastolic blood pressure of �100 mm Hg) were classified as hy-

pertense. BMI was assessed in all subjects. Patients with MS were

examined using the Expanded Disability Status Scale by an expe-

rienced neurologist.

The study was approved by the institutional review board of

State University of New York at Buffalo, and all subjects signed the

written informed consent form.

MR Imaging Acquisition and Analysis
All scans were acquired on a 3T Signa Excite HD 12.0 Twin Speed

scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) using an 8-channel

head and neck coil. Both neck vessel frequency and the CSAs of the

vessels were measured using a 2D-MRV sequence that consisted of

150 slices (1.5 mm thick) using a 320 � 192 matrix and a 22.0-cm

FOV. The phase FOV was 75% for a resolution of 0.69 � 1.15 � 1.5

mm3. Imaging parameters were TE/TR/flip angle of 4.3 ms/14 ms/

70° and total acquisition time of 5 minutes 19 seconds.

Neck vessels were examined at 4 separate cervical levels, in-

cluding C2/C3, C4, C5/C6, and C7/T1. At first, 2 trained opera-

tors (P.B. and C.M., each with a minimum of 5 years of experi-

ence) determined the CSA of the common carotid (CCA),

internal carotid, external carotid (ECA), and vertebral arteries

(VA) and the internal jugular veins (IJVs). In cervical sections

above the bifurcation of the CCA (C4 or C2/C3), the CSAs of both

the ICA and the ECA were added together. The total CSA of each

vessel was calculated by summing values from both the corre-

sponding left- and right-sided measurements. Because the verte-

bral vein is not commonly present in all subjects,19 it was classified

as an accessory drainage pathway and included in the segmenta-

tion of secondary vessels. Due to the possible presence of slow and

tortuous flow that might create signal saturation within very small

vessels, the secondary vessel inclusion threshold was set to 2.0

mm2. All visible neck vessels at the 4 cervical levels were marked,

their frequencies were manually counted, and their CSAs were

assessed. Additional vessel exclusion criteria were the following:

1) vessels that created loops in the rostrocaudal direction, and 2)

the operator not being able to trace the detected signal on slices

above and below the designated level.

The CSAs of all neck vessels were determined with the Java Image

Manipulation Tool (JIM), Version 7.0 (http://www.xinapse.com)

ROI Toolkit. For the best edge selection, the Contour ROI Tool, a
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part of the automated Preview Contours Toolbox was used. If neces-

sary, the operator manually adjusted the ROI boundary. The manual

adjustment was mainly used in the following: 1) MRV scans with

substantial image noise on the predetermined contrast, 2) to separate

2 close-but-different vessels when the automated contouring tool

highlighted both, and 3) to exclude signal from arising vessel

branches. The maximum contrast was preset at a 900 intensity. The

general rule of determining the ideal analysis contrast was based on

the stability of the signal boundaries. Meticulous segmentation of the

main arterial, venous, and secondary vessels at the 4 cervical levels

was performed, with high reproducibility (interclass correlation,

�0.818; P � .001) (On-line Table 1).20 The On-line Figure shows an

example of corresponding vessel selection and representative CSA

measurements in a healthy control.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS, Version 24.0

(IBM, Armonk, New York). For clinical and demographic com-

parisons between the groups, �2 cross-tabulation and the Student

t test were used accordingly. To determine associations between

number of neck vessels and their cross-sectional areas with age

and BMI, we used a Spearman rank correlation.

The ordinal variables regarding the secondary vessel frequency

were transformed into a ranked-order type. Differences in neck

vessel frequency and size (CSA) between MS and HC groups were

assessed with analysis of covariance adjusted for age, BMI, smok-

ing history, heart disease, and hypertension. Radar plots were

used to visualize the data in a comprehensive manner (Fig 1). All

analyses were additionally repeated in subgroups of subjects with-

out the presence of cardiovascular comorbidities (obesity, heart

disease, hypertension, diabetes mellitus type 1), to further control

whether the findings were related to cardiovascular comorbidi-

ties. To examine the smoking effect on the CSA measures, we

performed additional supplemental analysis in patients with MS

who were smokers and nonsmokers.

In all analyses, a minimum significance level of P � .05 based

on a 2-tailed test was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Demographic and Clinical Characteristics
All 193 patients with MS had relapsing-remitting MS. Demo-

graphic and clinical information is summarized in Table 1. The

ratio of women within both groups was 130/193 (67.4%). Patients

with MS were 42.2 � 13.9 years of age, with a mean BMI of 26.8 �

5.8, a mean disease duration of 12 � 9.4 years, and a median

Expanded Disability Status Scale score of 2.0. The HC group was

42.9 � 17.5 years of age and had an average BMI of 26.8 � 5.7.

There were no significant differences between both groups re-

garding age (P � .676), sex (P � 1.000), and BMI (P � .940). Only

2 patients with MS and 1 healthy control had a diagnosis of type 1

diabetes mellitus. However, the cardiovascular burden was higher

in the MS group versus HC, including smoking history (P � .005)

and hypertension (P � .001), and there was a trend toward an

increased prevalence of heart disease (P � .053). The demo-

graphic and clinical information regarding the subgroup of sub-

jects without hypertension and heart disease is summarized in

On-line Table 2.

FIG 1. Radar plot representation of the neck vessel differences between patients with multiple sclerosis and healthy controls. Significant
correlations are in boldface.
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Age and BMI Associations with the Size and the Number
of Secondary Neck Vessels
The relationship between age and neck vessels is depicted in Table

2. Age showed a significant inverse correlation with the number of

secondary neck vessels in HC. The older HC population had fewer

vessels measured at the C2/3 (P � .039), C4 (P � .003), C5/6 (P �

.05), and C7/T1 (P � .031) levels. On the contrary, no significant

association of age and frequency of secondary neck vessels was

found in patients with MS. Age was not associated with total sec-

ondary vessel CSA in either patients with MS or HC. As shown for

the secondary vessels, the same analysis of correlations between

the arterial CSA and age was performed. No association was found

between age and arterial CSA at any cervical level, except at the

C2/3 level in both MS and HC cohorts (P � .031 and P � .023,

respectively). On the contrary, both patients with MS and HC

showed a significant association of age and increased IJV CSA.

BMI showed an even stronger inverse association with the fre-

quency of secondary neck vessels in HC and patients with MS

(Table 2). HC with lower BMIs had a higher frequency of second-

ary vessels measured at the C2/3 (P � .05), C4 (P � .001), C5/6 l

(P � .001), and C7/T1 (P � .025) levels. Similarly, a lower BMI in

patients with MS was associated with a higher frequency of sec-

ondary neck vessels at the C2/3 level (P � .007), C4 level (P �

.001), C5/6 level (P � .001), and C7/T1 level (P � .017). The CSA

of the secondary neck vessels showed an inverse association with

BMI in patients with MS at the C2/3, C4, and C5/6 levels (P �

.01).

Differences between MS and HC Cohorts in Arterial,
Venous, and Secondary Neck Vessel Frequency and
Cross-Sectional Area
The frequency and size of the arterial, venous, and secondary neck

vessels in both MS and HC groups are summarized in Tables 3 and

4 and Fig 1. Due to the age and BMI dependency exhibited by the

size and number of the secondary vessels in patients with MS and

HC, as well as cardiovascular risk factor differences between the 2

groups, all comparisons were adjusted for age, BMI, smoking his-

tory, heart disease, and hypertension.

After we controlled for these confounding factors, patients

with MS had a significantly lower CSA of the carotid arteries at

C2/3 (55.1 � 16.4 versus 60.9 � 17.9, P � .03), C5/6 (50.1 � 10.1

versus 53.9 � 12.5, P � .026), and C7/T1 (47.6 � 9.8 versus 52 �

9.9, P � .005) levels, as well as of the

vertebral arteries at the C2/3 (20.1 � 4.4

versus 21.8 � 5.8, P � .02), C4 (18.6 �

4.2 versus 20.3 � 5, P � .012), and

C7/T1 (16.3 � 4.5 versus 18.4 � 5.9, P �

.006) levels, compared with HC. A

higher frequency of secondary neck ves-

sels was found at all 4 levels in patients

with MS: C2/3 (12.9 versus 10, P �

.001), C4 (9.1 versus 7.5, P � .001), C5/6

(7.8 versus 6.8, P � .012), and C7/T1

(8.8 versus 6, P � .001). The total CSA of

Table 1: Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients with multiple sclerosis
(n � 193) and healthy controls (n � 193)a

MS (n = 193) HC (n = 193) P Value
Female (No.) (%) 130 (67.4) 130 (67.4) 1.000
Age (mean) (SD) (yr) 42.2 (13.9) 42.9 (17.5) .676
BMI (mean) (SD) 26.8 (5.8) 26.8 (5.7) .94
Disease duration (mean) (SD) (yr) 12.0 (9.4) NA –
EDSS (median) (range) 2 (0.0–6.5) NA –
Smoking history (No.) (%) 73 (46.8) 58 (32.4) .005b

Heart disease (No.) (%) 30 (19.7) 20 (12.4) .053
Hypertension (No.) (%) 38 (25.3) 19 (11.3) .001b

Note:—EDSS indicates Expanded Disability Status Scale; IQR, interquartile range; NA, not applicable.
a �2 and Student t test were used for comparing variables between groups.
b An � level of .05 was considered significant.

Table 2: Correlations of arterial, venous, and secondary neck vessel frequency and the cross-sectional area with age and BMI in study
groupsa

Age Body Mass Index

MS (n = 193) HC (n = 193) MS (n = 193) HC (n = 193)

R Value P Value R Value P Value R Value P Value R Value P Value
Arterial CSA (mm2)

C2/3 �0.156 .031b �0.163 .023b 0.130 .085 0.059 .449
C4 0.075 .298 0.045 .534 0.037 .626 �0.017 .830
C5/6 0.103 .156 0.122 .092 0.136 .073 0.095 .224
C7/T1 �0.049 .502 �0.003 .968 0.085 .266 0.047 .548

IJV CSA (mm2)
C2/3 0.257 �.001b 0.150 .37 0.098 .198 0.083 .287
C4 0.255 �.001b 0.177 .14b 0.146 .054 0.139 .075
C5/6 0.196 .006b 0.252 �.001b 0.339 �.001b 0.231 .003b

C7/T1 0.187 .009b 0.327 �.001b 0.375 �.001b 0.344 �.001b

Secondary CSA (mm2)
C2/3 0.039 .594 �0.060 .404 �0.192 .011b �0.074 .347
C4 0.112 .122 �0.040 .584 �0.229 .002b �0.121 .121
C5/6 0.047 .518 0.028 .696 �0.214 .004b �0.064 .417
C7/T1 0.061 .398 �0.049 .498 �0.078 .307 �0.065 .405

No. of vessels
C2/3 0.013 .860 �0.149 .039b �0.204 .007b �0.153 .050b

C4 �0.460 .527 �0.211 .003b �0.292 �.001b �0.316 �.001b

C5/6 �0.076 .294 �0.141 .050b �0.333 �.001b �0.251 .001b

C7/T1 �0.060 .406 �0.155 .031b �0.180 .017b �0.174 .025b

a Spearman ranked correlations between age/BMI and the corresponding vascular variable were used.
b An � level of .05 was considered significant.
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secondary vessels was also significantly higher at all 4 levels in

patients with MS (P � .03). The difference was most significant at

the C7/T1 level where the CSA of patients with MS was 71.1 �

40.5 mm2 compared with 56.7 � 32.5 mm2 in HC (P � .001). No

significant differences in the CSA of the IJVs were found between

MS and HC cohorts. Figure 2 shows an example of the differences

in vessel number and CSA observed in patients with MS and age-

and sex-matched HC.

In a subgroup of subjects without cardiovascular risk factors,

the comparison between patients with MS (n � 135) and HC (n �

142) yielded results like those in the main analyses for arterial,

venous, and secondary vessel frequency and their CSAs (On-line

Tables 3 and 4). Except for the number of secondary vessels on the

C5/C6 level (7.0 versus 8.3, P � .034), MS smokers showed no

significant differences compared with MS nonsmokers (On-

line Tables 5 and 6).

DISCUSSION
Two main findings were identified in this study. First, even after

adjusting for all cardiovascular factors including BMI, hyperten-

sion, heart disease, smoking history, and age, the MS cohort

showed a higher frequency of secondary neck vessels and larger

CSAs compared with HC. This finding was consistent through all

cervical levels examined. Most interesting, the patients with MS

also had a smaller arterial CSA of the main and secondary arterial

vessels (CCA, ICA, ECA, and VA, respectively). Furthermore,

these findings were reconfirmed in a subgroup of subjects (70%)

without the presence of cardiovascular comorbidities. In addi-

tion, we showed that demographic factors, such as age and BMI,
are essential confounders between patients with MS and HC when

considering the morphology of neck

vessels and should be controlled for in

future studies.

The finding that patients with MS
show different patterns of vascular neck
vessel morphology with respect to aging

compared with HC would suggest that

MS and cardiovascular disease have in-

tertwining pathways.10 Cardiovascular

risk factors are known to contribute to

MS disease severity. For example, smok-

ing has been associated with higher le-

sion burden and more severe brain atrophy in patients with MS.7

When several cardiovascular comorbidities are combined, this

relationship becomes even more robust.6 Two independent epi-

demiologic studies showed an interesting disparity of decreased

prevalence of ischemic heart disease and an increased prevalence

of stroke in patients with MS compared with HC.21,22 This finding

would suggest that the arterial vessels supplying the central ner-

vous system are possibly subject to particular atherosclerotic

harm.23 In fact, 1 study showed that patients with MS had de-

creased carotid compliance compared with HC.23 Although the de-

creased arterial lumen of the carotid and vertebral arteries found in

MS patients may suggest that inflammatory mechanisms contribute

to early atherosclerosis in MS patients,24 we found similar results in

the subgroup of MS patients without presence of cardiovascular dis-

eases. Other authors have also shown lower CCA values in patients

with MS compared with HC (65 versus 78 mm2).25 Another MS

study that used a phase-contrast MRV technique showed a some-

what higher CSA CCA area compared with our measurements using

time-of-flight MRV (65 versus 48.9 mm2, respectively).26 Heteroge-

neity of the population of patients with MS between the 2 studies can

also contribute to explanation of these findings. Therefore, future

studies should investigate this issue in more detail at disease onset,

when the presence of cardiovascular risks is minimal.

The hypoperfusion of the normal-appearing white matter

commonly detected in patients with MS may be partially linked to

the anatomic differences of the neck arterial system observed in

the present study.27 Decreased cerebral blood flow in both the

normal-appearing white matter and the gray matter has been pre-

viously reported.11 Distinct perfusion clusters in patients with MS

Table 4: Secondary neck vessel frequency and the cross-sectional area in the study groupsa

No. of Vessels CSA (mm2)

MS
(n = 193)

HC
(n = 193)

P
Value

MS
(n = 193)

HC
(n = 193)

P
Value

Secondary vessels
C2/C3 12.9 (5.4) 10 (4.2) �.001b 92.1 (40.6) 81.6 (35.5) .016b

C4 9.1 (4.2) 7.5 (3.3) �.001b 71.0 (33.7) 65.3 (28.7) .022b

C5/C6 7.8 (3.9) 6.8 (3.4) .012b 61.9 (32.2) 57.2 (28.2) .028b

C7/T1 8.8 (4.9) 6 (3.5) �.001b 71.1 (40.5) 56.7 (32.5) �.001b

a Analysis of covariance adjusted for age and BMI, smoking history, heart disease, and hypertension was used. In the
ANCOVA for frequency of vessels, ranked variables were used.
b An � level of .05 was considered significant.

Table 3: Arterial, venous, and secondary neck vessel frequency and the cross-sectional area in the study groupsa

Primary Vessel (CSA) (mm2)

Arterial and Venous Arterial (VAs)

MS (n = 193) HC (n = 193) P Value MS (n = 193) HC (n = 193) P Value
Arterial (CCA/ICA/ECA)

C2/C3 55.1 (16.4) 60.9 (17.9) .030b 20.1 (4.4) 21.8 (5.8) .02b

C4 60.8 (15.7) 63.4 (16.3) .229 18.6 (4.2) 20.3 (5.0) .012b

C5/C6 50.1 (10.1) 53.9 (12.5) .026b 18.1 (6.9) 19.3 (4.7) .341
C7/T1 47.6 (9.8) 52 (9.9) .005b 16.3 (4.5) 18.4 (5.9) .006b

Venous (IJVs)
C2/C3 64.9 (27.4) 66.0 (31.6) .621
C4 86.9 (35.9) 91.1 (41.0) .140
C5/C6 92.3 (57.1) 97.4 (60.2) .418
C7/T1 113.3 (67.0) 117.9 (79.3) .790

a Analysis of covariance adjusted for age and BMI, smoking history, heart disease, and hypertension was used. In the ANCOVA for frequency of vessels, ranked variables were
used.
b An � level of .05 was considered significant.
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showed associations of local hypoperfusion and formation of T1-

hypointense lesions, highlighting the need for better perfusion in

lesion repair.28 Most important, the hypoperfusion observed in

the GM, in an absence of volume loss, indicates that decreased

brain perfusion might be a temporal predecessor to brain atrophy

development in MS.29 Even though there is growing evidence of

coexisting vascular pathology in MS, the current perfusion studies

are generally of small sample size and limited effect size. There-

fore, caution in any interpretation of direct causality is warranted.

Neurovascular coupling is a physiologic mechanism responsi-

ble for increasing the cortical blood flow due to cell activation.30

In healthy individuals, this results in cerebral vasodilation that is

compensating for the increased demand of glucose and oxygen.31

A hypocapnic study showed that patients with MS are unable to

physiologically increase cerebral blood flow, which, in turn, leads

to global diffuse hypoperfusion.13 This abnormality has been pre-

viously linked as a triggering factor for MS lesion formation and

may explain, to some extent, the neurodegenerative aspect of the

MS disease process.32 Overall, the morphologic changes to the

neck arteries supplying the brain that were observed in this study

may be a consequence of prolonged normal-appearing white mat-

ter/GM hypoperfusion and impaired cerebrovascular reactivity,

which leads to accelerated neurodegeneration in MS.

An alternative inverse explanation for the decrease of arterial

CSA observed in this study could be related to the increase of

disability, which causes less physical activity in patients with MS.4

Because worsening disability causes a sedentary lifestyle, this will

eventually lead to an increase of the cardiovascular burden and

vascular complications.4 Additionally, measures to improve the

reserve-related activities and maintaining strenuous activities

have resulted in better clinical and MR imaging– derived MS out-

comes. While the present study cannot answer whether the mor-

phologic changes of the neck arteries observed are secondary or

primary to the MS disease process, future studies should extend

our preliminary findings in early and more advanced MS disease

stages using a longitudinal study design.

When the size of IJVs between the MS and HC cohorts was

compared, no differences were found between the 2 groups at any

cervical level. Therefore, our findings are in line with several re-

cent MRV studies showing no IJV anatomic differences between

patients with MS and HC,33,34 but contrary to some other studies

showing the opposite findings.26,35,36 Several recent studies dem-

onstrated that the IJV CSA has marked variability in its course

through the neck and increased narrowing with aging.20,37

Several studies used MRV to examine the prevalence and the

extent of secondary vessels in the necks of patients with MS. One

study showed an increased frequency of posterior paraspinal col-

laterals in patients with MS.36 In another study, there was a trend

toward greater occurrence of non-IJV collaterals.35 Yet another

study reported no differences between patients with MS and HC

in the secondary neck vessels using 5 mm2 as their cutoff for

identification.33 On the contrary, using 2 mm2 as a cutoff in the

present study, we showed that patients with MS had a significantly

increased frequency of secondary neck vessels and their CSAs. In

the present study, no phase-contrast imaging was used, which did

not allow us to characterize the secondary neck vessels with re-

spect to their arterial or venous components; therefore, the in-

creased frequency of secondary neck vessels may represent arterial

or venous collateralization. On the other hand, a large phase-

contrast MRV study showed that patients with MS had lower IJV

and higher paraspinal venous flow, compared with HC.38 While

our study cannot answer this question, one of the possible hy-

potheses could be that the decreased size of the carotid and verte-

bral arterial supply to the CNS could result in secondary arterial

compensation mechanisms.

Age is an important factor in the development of venous he-

FIG 2. Comparison of main and secondary vessel number and cross-sectional area on a 2D-MRV sequence at 4 cervical levels in patients with
multiple sclerosis (4 corresponding panels on the left) and age- and sex-matched healthy controls (4 corresponding panels on the right). VV
indicates vertebral vein; L, left; R, right. Green color represents the secondary vessels, red color represents the CCA, ICA, EAC, and VA, while blue
represents the IJV.
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modynamic changes in the neck. In this study, increased age

showed an association with fewer secondary vessels in the neck of

HC. In addition, an increase in the BMI showed an association

with a decreased frequency of neck vessels measured at all levels in

both MS and HC groups. The effects of age and BMI on morpho-

logic changes of the IJVs in a healthy aging population have been

previously described.20,39 Even when we corrected for the previ-

ously aforementioned risk factors, the MS cohort displayed an

increased secondary neck vessel frequency and secondary vessel

CSA, compared with HC. The differences were the most robust

both at the C2/C3 level, representing vessels at the base of the

skull, and at C7/T1 level, representing the level of the superior

thoracic outlet. Therefore, while in HC we found a decrease of the

number of secondary vessels with aging, this association was lack-

ing in patients with MS; this finding suggests a possible disease

effect on vascular recruitment.

The additional vascularization may be triggered by either the

recurrent hypoperfusion of the brain or inflammatory factors in-

volved in the complex remodeling of preexisting conduits run-

ning alongside the main arteries.40,41 For example, the T helper 17

cell subset and interleukin 17 have been linked as essential in both

the severity of MS and as an important factor in

neovascularization.41

Dynamic flow quantification of the secondary vasculature

could further aid in understanding the anatomic flow differences

of secondary neck vessels observed in this study, providing flow

data rather than purely structural measurements. Furthermore,

the current time-of-flight MRV technique allows segmentation of

only the luminal aspect of the vessel and not of the anatomic CSA.

Any regions of bidirectional flow, absence of flow, and flow non-

homogeneity may create partially inaccurate vessel-size estima-

tion. Regarding the hemodynamic properties, measuring the lu-

minal CSA might be a better anatomic proxy than inclusion of the

thickness of the vessel wall. Additionally, studies associating the

morphology of the neck vasculature with dynamic brain perfu-

sion will provide an important answer to the anatomic and dy-

namic vascular role of these vessels in the complex pathogenesis of

MS. The major strength of the study is the use of a large 1:1

matched sample of HC and patients with MS, which decreased the

potential comparison bias between the 2 study populations. An

additional longitudinal study, using phase contrast and examin-

ing the atherosclerotic burden, should further address the limita-

tions of the current study design. Because this was an observa-

tional study, we did not adjust for multiple comparisons in our

statistical analyses. Therefore, larger longitudinal studies should

confirm our preliminary findings.

CONCLUSIONS
Patients with MS showed lower CSAs of the carotid and vertebral

arteries and a higher frequency of secondary neck vessels and their

CSAs compared with HC. These findings may suggest that the

inflammatory mechanisms, which are present in patients with MS

from early onset, may contribute to accelerated atherosclerosis in

patients with MS. The higher frequency of secondary neck vessels

may suggest that the decreased size of the carotid and vertebral

arterial supply to the CNS could lead to the formation of second-

ary arterial compensation mechanisms. However, further replica-

tion and continuation of the research are warranted before final

conclusions can be drawn.
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